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This thesis examínes briefly seismic hazard assessment procedures
as used in Australia and overseas. The Èhree base components of
any analysis are examined, viz (i) spatial distribution of events
within Èhe source, (ii) recurrence of events within the source and
(iii) attenuation of effects from the sourlce. îhe base components
are then related specifically to South Australian conditions.
It is established that though there are uncertainties in the spatial
distribution of events and their recurrence these problems are common
to all seismic aïeas !,¡orldwide and these matters are receiving
research attention overseas which can be applied here. The passage
of time will enable better precision in defíning spatial distribuÈion
and, recurrence as daÈa are quite well recorded at present- The
third component is examined and. it is established that the best use
is being mad.e of scant available daÈa at present. Ho\^/ever
atÈenuation relationships should not be "borrowed" as presently
done from overseas areas without verification and unless strong
motion instruments are distributed widely and not grouped aÈ the
city centre as at present, little future advance can be anticipated
in the accuracy of seismic hazard assessment, due to the weakness
inherent in attenuation assumptions.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTÍON
1.1 Preamble
In areas of known seismic activity it is essenÈia1 that structures
of all types can be designed in such a manner as Èo make the
risk and consequences of their failure from seismic loading
effects no greater than those which society is already prepared
to tolerate with respect to other load'ings such as wind'
Much research has been done overseas that has led to development
of techniques for seismic hazard assessment and seismic design.
MosÈ of these techniques can be applied to Australian structures
but, before they can be used, some basic parameters have to be
established. The characteristics of Australian seismic activity
need to be examined in ord,er to perform seismic hazard analyses
and hence assess relevant. Ievels of the widely established
structural loading parameters of acceleration, velocity,
d,isplacement and relevant frequency ranges-
Initially a brief outline of Èhe available seismic design processes
for structures is discussed to show why Èhe assessed hazard is a
necessary part of Èhe design process. Then the Èhree basic




spatial distribution of events
recurrence of events within the source
attenuation of effects from the source
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Examination of each component is made in conjunction with a
Iiterature sull/ey in relation to recent overseas research and
then this n¡ork is related to Australian conditions and specífically
South Australian eonditions. It is demonstrated that some of
these basic components and subsidiary parameters which make up
each component have little effecÈ on the ultimate assessed
hazard. Other corçonents are sho¡,¡n to be more sensitive and
affect the assessed risk more radicalJ-y-
L.2 The Sei-smic Desiqn Process
once the likely loadings have been estal¡tished (the zoning







Most seísmic structural design codes use this approach
(-for example As 2I2I-I979). The general technique is to
calculate the seismic loading parameÈers of acceleration
velocity and displacement at an acceptable level of risk
and then to zone the location'. As the zones are d,iscrete
e.g- Zone 1, Zone 2, etc-, and incorporate ranges of
loadings at a given risk accuracy of the original
assessment is not paramount. The seismic loadings are
then Èaken as an equivalent static loading for the zone.
These static loads are applied to the structure and
distributed in such a vray as to try Èo emulate the
effects Èhat would occur under the equivalent dynamic
loading.
Furthermore, in the widely used codified approach, these
loads are reduced to simplify analysis so that cal-cul-ations
are performed at elastic stress levels a¡rd the ductility
characteristics of the structural type are taken into
account. This means that the desigrner has inherently
assumed by using a codified approach that:
the period of oscillation of his structure is




(ii) Èhe mass distril¡ution of his structure is within
the range Èhat the code envisaged in its drafting.
(iii) Èhe stiffness distribution of his structure is
within Èhe range that the code has envisaged in
its drafÈing.
(iv) the ductility (and the detailing which is essential
for adequat,e ductiliÈy) of his structure is wiÈhin
the range that the code envisaged in its drafting.
(v) Èkrere is a risk of some damage to the structure
(most seismic codes accept local damage will occur
but total collapse of the structure will not).
The designer is then left with little scope for variation
in the layout of his buildings. Effectively he must have
a building that is the "uniform shear beam" envisaged by
the codified approach in which mass and stiffness are
uniformly distributed. This means a structure without
podia, machinery floors, asyrnmetrical elevations,
asl.nrnetrical p1an, etc. or a structure with some or aI1
of these features that may be at greater risk than that
expected wiren a seismic event occurs.
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I.2-2 Dynamic Design
This design technique can be performed in two basic
ways (í) by the response spectrum Èechnique or (ii) by
taking an existing (hopefully local) actual recorded
ground motion and normalising it to the established
seismic loading parameters.
Both methods can be performed in a variety of ways both
elastically and plasÈicatly and enable the designer to
account more accurately for non uniform mass distributiont
non uniform stiffness distribution and asymmeÈry- The
designer is also able Èo stipulate stress Ievels, find
ductility requirements and, deflections. Assumptions are
made in both methods for elastoplastic design,the latter
method probably gives Èhe best indications of how the
sÈructure actually functions under seismic loadinq.
I.2-3 Co¡nparison of Methods
Hence the quasi static approach in codified form allows
a relatively simple design technique to be used for
"uniform shear beam" structures. Because of a series
of assumptions this does not require a precise analysis
of the seismic loading other than to establish a zoning
requirement.
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However should the structure require more accurate
assessment of its design loadings because it is not a
"uniform shear beannl'or because it is a structure of
unusual importance,dynamic analysis is required. This
tlpe of analysis requires a more precise analysis of
seismic inazard in order to establish the seismic design
loading or loadings. Often important structures, such as
nuclear poÌ¡er plants, are designed dynamically to two
levels of seismic loading. AccepÈable risks are esÈablished
for the basis of continuing operation of plant (called
operating Basis Earthquake: OBE) and for safe shut down
(called Safe Shutdown Earthquake:SSE). This enables the
structure to be more economically designed so that there
are Èwo associated levels of stressing* no damage for
OBE and verging on collapse with some damage for SSE.
This is not possible with the traditional- quasi static
approach except by introducing arbitrary importance
f,acÈors (ATC 3: Tentative Provisions for the Development
of Seismic Regrulations for Buildingrs,attempts to negate
this disadvantage). Therefore in order to design
accurately (or as accurately as can practically be done)
**
dynamic design needs to be performed and hence seismic
loadings need to be assessed accurately. The situation at
present (L982) in AusÈral-ia is that seismic zones- have
been assessed but they have been hampered by the lack of
knowledge of the parameters that are characteristic of
Austral-ia-
*Stress levels referred to are generally critical ones i.e.
with no margin of safety.
**Dynamic design util-ises linear or non linear time dependent
loadings and quantifies structural response.
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Tl€ païaneters that have been used to daÈe have generally
been those of california where local Australian ones are
not known. The analogy can be drawn with soil mechanics:
if one were to use strengths derived from soil in
California for design work in AusÈra1ia there would be
considerable concern.




2.L Seismic Hazard AssessmenÈ
Ttrroughout the r¡¡orld rmrch scientific research effort has been
directed towards Èhe ideal of earthquake prediction. However
at present Èhere is no proven reliable scient,ific technique that
can be used to predict events. From the engineers viewpoint
the t.ime frame for wfrich prediction of events woul-d be useful
would generally be for 25-100 years, the tlpical economic
life of st:ructures today. Much of the scientific research into
prediction is being directed towards shorter term occurrence
of events to enable communiÈies to be aware that events are
iÍsninent and prepare accordingly.
Until prediction methods are established seismic hazard assessment
will proba-bly continue to be done using historical data and
extrapolating statistical predictions into the future. It is
well known thaÈ Èhere are considerable variations in seismic
activity with time and hence this throws considerable doubt on
the use of historical data for forecasting events. Ambraseys (1971)
tras been examining historical records of earthquake events in
th-e Eastern Mediterranean which occurred in the l-ast 2000 years.
lle observes that many events have not been properly recorded in
mod.ern d.ay catalogues and states "ttLe total- number of all
earthquakes, large and smaIl, id.entified. so far for the period
AD10 to 1699, is just over 3,000 (withín the area he was
catalognring), or about twenty times the number of genuine
L3
earthquakes listed for the same period in modern catalogues."
Equally he notes Èhat some singte events which have been recorded.
and described by different literary sources have been lisÈed as
thro or more events in modern catalogues. Hor¡/ever despite the
obvious inadequacies of the records and his need to spend many
years re-examiníng tJ:e data at source (by 1971 he had spent
10 years) he notes that there is some temporal variation in the
seismicity. McGuire and Barnhard (1981) have been studying the
eartlr-quake records of China from 1350 Eo L949 and observe changes
in the rates of seismic activity in that period Èo be by a
factor of ten. Using the information availa.ble (see Figure 2-I)
they Èook 50 year periods of data and used that data to predict
the following 50 years of activity such as might be done by a
present day seismic hazard assessor. They found that providing
the maximrmr possible earÈhquake size was taken from the entire
record. and, not the data window only and also that the activity
was predicta-ble, a reasonable estimate of future activiÈy
could be made. The latter qualificatlon is more difficult to
assess than the former and can only currently be done on a
basis similar to that used for examination of trends, by stock
exchange investors. If future actj-vity cannot be predicted
in some way, e.g. by using trends, McGuire and Barnhard found
that the stationary activity model gave less accurate but
generally conservative assessmenÈ of seismic hazard. They
found that when they l-ooked at the records availal¡le in the
Central and Eastern United States for the last 180 years the
rate of release of seismic strain had been constant and also that
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san Andreas fault showed no Èemporal trend. They therefore
suggested that seismic activity was either stationary or
of such a long period that it can be treated as stationary
for the purpose of seismic hazard assessment in the United States.
2.2 The Components of a Seismic Hazard Assessment





the spatial distribution of the seismic events
the rate of occurrence and magnitude of the events-
aÈtenuation relationships which are a measure of the
ihtensity of Èhe effects from an event and the rate at
which they attenuate with distance from the event-
This is the basis of the method of most seismic risk assessment
procedures e.g- Cornell (1968), though some methods purport only
to assess the magrnitude of an event at some specified return
period, (e.g. Campbelt et al IgTg), and hence require no attenuation
relationship.
.'.' ' \ i l:'.tti)
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CIIAPTER 3 PAR.AMETERS ÜSED IN RISK ASSESSMENT
3.1 The Spa tial DistribuÈion of Seismic Events
For th.e purposes of the seismic hazard assessment it is necessary
to assess the tlpe of event source. These can be broadly
point SOUrceS, Iine SOUrceS, area SOurCeS Or vOlume SourCeST See
Figrure 3.1. These source tlæes, excepting point sources, can
be categorised also as uniform and non uniform. For example an
area source may have more activity at its boundaries than in
the centre and is hence a non uniform activity area. The site
at which effects are to be measured may be affected by several
different types of source which compound the hazard at that
site. Also in the case of some types of source, for example
the line source, iÈ may be necessary Èo use judgemenÈ as to
whether a line source alone describes the activiÈy correctly.
HisÈoric data may indicaÈe quite clearly a cl-ose correlation
between a fault and activity. This is well known in the case of
tb-e San Andreas faul-t in California where major events appear
to occur along the line of the main fault. Hot¡rever close
examination of data shows thaÈ several events of consideral¡le
size have occurred on splinter faults previously believed to
be quiescenÈ and away from the main fault.e.g. San Fernando
L97L. Ttrese faults have been shown to be merely dormant during
the period of historic recordings. It is probably wise therefore
to assume perhaps in the case of such faults a main linear faulting
system with an associated area source where recurrence rates for



























Assessment of the Sources contri¡uting to the hazard at a site
can be very difficuft as there may be litÈle knowledge of the
geology at the depths at u*rich events are occurring and the
larger more damaging events are often infrequent. Tn south
Australia depths are conunonly regarded as shallow at aroÌrnd
fifteen kilometres a¡d event depths up to seven hundred kilornetres
are conmon internationally. The depth of the deepest exploratory
hole (as at 1980) ever drilled is only ten and a hal-f kilometres
though there are other tectrniques for assessment of geology that
are used. Th.e mechanism that causes the deeper eartltquake
events is sti1l r-:nclear and there are many theories such as that
of phase changes of, materials. Shallower earthquake events are
generally attributed to some form of faulting action' though
volcanic activity (llount St. . Helen, United States 198f) and other
sources do contribute to records. The major part of the larger
seismic events result from tectonic activity at inter plate
boundaries.where subduction shearing or accretion are occurring.
For the purposes of assessing the seismic hazard it is not
essential_ to know the precise mechanism that is causing the
seismic events and observation of the historic activity may
give a c.l-ear indication of the tyPe of source to be assumed-
When sources are assessed with limited data, often the case
in Australia, judgement has to be made on source size from
the scant data available.
19
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In terms of spatial distribution it may be necessary to divide
an aïea of activity into areas which are so small that the
data sets for each area are Èoo shorÈ/sma]l Èo enable a realistic
assessment of recurrence.rate and maximum magnitude to be made.
McEwin, Underwood, and Denham (1976) found this problem when doing
seismic hazard assessment using fixed area uniform sources for the
whole of seismically active Australia.
3.2 The rate of recurrence of events
This expression comrnonly known as the recurrence relationship
defines the characteristics of magnitude and of frequency of
occurrence of events. Generally the assumed relationship is
of the form proposed by Gutenberg and Richter (1956).
= a-b \,
where N is the cumulative number of events in T years equal
c
to or exceeding the Richter magnitude of the event, ML, and
a and b are constants characteristic of the area considered.
The constant a is a measure of the actj-vity and b is a measure
of the ratio of smal1 events to large events.
In ad,dition, the recurrence relationship has an upper limit and
a maximum possible magnitude is often established as a cut off
point (see Figmre 3-2).
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FiÉure 3.2 Recurrence Relationships
\
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This ma:<imum possible earthquake has a finite value. This finite
upper limit. is logical as the crust of the earth has a limited
strength beyond which it will not continue to absorb energTy
without some failure occurring. In consequence the maximum
possible event varies from region to region as crust properties
vary. Though widely used, the Gutenberg-Richter relationship
is not always assumed to be entirely correct and Burton (f979)
notes that curvaÈure is observable in the upper and lower
magrnitude ranges.
Yegrulalp and Kuo (L974) though primarily examining maximum
magnitudes observe that there appears to be curvature of
Èhe recurrence relationship for the larger events and the
curvature appears tO be greatest in the northern and t¡¡estern
circum-Pacific belt and least in the oceans and stable continental
masses. The relationshíp shown for Australia (see figure 3-3)
is virtually linear and exhibits very little curvature.
l,Iakjanic (1980) has examined the relationship and proposed that
the linear relationship of Gutenberg-Richter aÈ larqer magnitudes
approaching the maximum possible earthguake exhibits some
curvature and also at low magnitudes a similar effect occurs
(see Fig. 3.2). He proposed a generalized exponential distribution.
At the lower end of the magmitude scale this effect is probably
of l-ittle sigrnificance, unless very sma1l events (< Richter
Magnitude 2) are used to estalclish the Gutenberg-Richter 1ine.
At the upper end of the scale the occurrence rates of the larger
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wtrat Èhe curvaùure might be if records are shorÈ such as
occurs in AusÈralia. It is therefore suggested that the
traditional approach (Gutenberg-Rj-chter relationship and
maximum possible earthquake cut off) be used as this would
represent an upper bound (conservative) solution in the seismíc
hazard, analysis ¿¡d a$rees closely with Èhe findings of
Yegulalp and Kuo noted.. It can be also shown that small
variations in the value of maximum possible earthquake have
little effect relative to oÈher errors on calculated seismic
hazard assessments for periods up to 1000 years for south
AusÈralian seismicity (see Appendix c). This is because the
probability of occurrence of the larger events is quite small
(see figure 3.4). calculation of the recurrence relationship
is very much dependent on Èhe quality of data available and
its duration. In figure 3.4 the data is ploÈted from I966-L979
for a source basin. This data broadly falls into Èhree categories.
Ttr-e category A data is of small magnitude and, is subject to
errors in recording due to Iack of sensitivity of instruments
or insufficient coverage of the basin area by instruments-
Events may be missed in remote areas of the basin and
the theory of Makjanic may apply in this magnitude range as
r¡elI. The category B data j-s likely to be recorded quite well
by the instruments and though the numbers of such events will be
fewer than those in category A the data is likely to be more
relia-bl-e. The events are big enough to be recorded if they
occur in the basin and freguent enough to be recorded in
reasonable numbers. The category C data has no problem in being

















































28S-35S, 1358 to 1418.
CateÉo rYCa t ego rv Cateéo rv
AveraÉe numbers square root*
weiÉhtinÉ (a = 3.ó8 b = 0.91)
*For fr¡rther explanation see page 32.
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instn¡ments may cause problems with overloading, however with
*
short duration records the numbers of these events may be very
smatl and hence these points can be increasingly inaccurate
with larger magrnitudes. Three basic techniques are used to
fit curves to the data and there is consíderable debate as Èo
which method gives the mosL sensible results. The three







3 ..2.I Average Nr¡nbers
In this Èechnique the data of fignrre 3.4 fot example would
be fitted to a relationship by a curve fitting technique.
some data at the lower end of the range may be ignored as
being poorly recorded due to threshold problems with the
instrumentation and then curve fittings done.
Unfortunately the most widely used curve fitting system
used is a least squares linear regression which is not
really suitable for this application. Least squares
linear regression assumes that the daÈa points are
independent (not possible in a cumulative frequency plot)
and have equal errors (the numbers of records attributing
to each point vary widely) and hence statistically this
method is poor. A weighting system can be used to try
to attribute importa-nce to the points that are believed
*d.uration here refers to the era over which records had been kept.
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to be most nearly correct and hence reduce the inequality of
the errors. As soon as a weighÈing system is adopted
some form åf ",rfi."tive 
bias is implied. The
interdependence of the plotted points cannot be overcome.
None the less this method is widely used and a and b
are calculated from the curve fitted.
3.2.2 Maximum Likelihood
Study of earthquake events has shown that they appear
to follow a Poisson process and this is lhe basis of the
maximum likelihood. approach. The Poisson process is
adopted as the model and by the theory of maximum
likelihood parameters of the distribution are assessed
and the equivalent of values a and b calculated.
3.2-3 Extreme Value
There are several extreme value techniques used but
generally two of Gt¡nbel's distribution are preferred,
Tlpe I and Tlzpe IfI.
In both techniques all data is examined and then only
annual extremes abstracted and the other data is not
used. at all. This means that only maximum events for each
year need be recorded and in the case where very limited
data is available only large events may be known. However
for a typical example in South Australia this means for a
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record from say L963-L979 when data has been recorded
that there are only 17 usa-ble data points of an available
thousand or so. It is possible to use any period of
time wiÈh Gumbels extreme value theory but generally in the
literature only annual extremes are used.
The data is plottéd on a dor:ble natural logarithmic
plot when using Type I or Type III methods and a curve
fitÈing process used. The Tlpe I curve is straight on
this ptot and the Type III is curved and from this a
maximum magnitude can be established as a bonus. The
equivalent of the values a and b can be assessed from
a Type I anatysis. The Type III analysis is similar
in result to the theory erçressed by Makjanic (1980)
discussed earlier.
3.2.4 Seisnic l4oment
Recurrence relationships can be derived by use of the seismic
moment method whictr has Èhe advantage that it uses an
energy consideration to derive the recurrence.
The equation (Stewart (f981) )
log l4o (dyne. cm) = c + d M¡ ß'2)
is used to find the seismic moment Me given values of M¡,
Richter magnitude, and the constants c and d. Seismic
moment is then summed and moment rate calcutrated. The
above mentioned advantage of the method is that low
2A
magnitude events have litt1e effect on the su¡runeä seismic
îoment (see equation 3.2) Hence undetected small events
have litt1e error contribution to the final summed
moment, negating to some extent'-the unreliability of
historical records of smaller events. This greater
reliance on the larger events and consequent mathemaÈical
disregard for the smaller events embodies in some way the
principles and criticisms of the extreme value method:
a. strong reliance on a few well recorded larger events
for which- magmitudes are accept ed to be accurate to
within onty half a uniL Mccue (1975). Another dis-
advantage of the method lies in the consÈants c and d
which are furÈher unknowns which have to be estimated
from data obtained overseas. The introduction of a need
for values of c and d represents yet another unknown in
the seismic risk process which the other recurrence
methods do not require. The principle of the theory of
seismic momenÈ is that larger events cause consid.erable
crustal stress relief which leads to apparent quiescence
in the vicinity of those larger events for some time. The
principle points to one of the dangers of seismic risk
assessment: that apparently quiescent areas are probably
the most difficult to zone and need the most cautious
approach. An area can be quiescent because it is seismically
inactive or because it is about to produce a major event!
Seismic moment is not considered. further as c and d are
add.itional variables, but the principle of the method
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should be noted in a cautionary way when considering
seismically quiet regions. Stewart (f98f) used South Australia
to demonstrate the method of seismic moment and compared it with
a Cornelf analysis. Ihe methods he used to spread the seismic
*o*.nt coul-d equally be applied to a Cornell style analysis
in the same area:
"unit zones 0.2 degrees square containing at least one event
(in a source area) are assumed to be equally acÈive in the
long term. "
The results of Cornell and seismic moment would probably
Èhen concur. The differences Stevrart obtained in zoning
for South Australia from the work of McCue (1975) stem
mainly from the modified data base Stewart used. He converted
local magniÈudes of data after 1969 using the conversion
Ste$¡art (1975), not Stewart (1972) as Mccue had done- This
has a substantial effect on the derived recurrence y'etationship,
Stewart (J-972) giving larger magnitudes for larger events than
Stewart (1975). Several larger events occurred between 1969 and
L974, part of the era of Èhe data McCue used.
3.2.5 Discussion of recurrence methods
MiLne and Davenport (1969) used average numbers and extreme
value techniques to assess seismic hazard in Canada- They
preferred the extreme value method for solution- Knopoff
and Kagen (L977) showed that the extreme value
method gave unacceptably large probable errors and
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preferred methods using all available data- V'Ieichert
and -t4il-ne Q97g) re-examined the argnrment as to'which
method to use and showed that the extreme value method
as used by Milne and Davenport previously shows no
advantages over the average numbers method. Howevert
when data iS known to be incOlñpleteruses for extreme,,.value
methods did arise. üfeichert and l{ilne showed that with
realistic random data standard deviations for extreme value
analysis were considerably larger than with averaqe numbers
methods. They then went on to suggesÈ a modification to
the average nurnbers Èectrrique by using an incremental
frequency magnitude plot (instead of cumulative frequency)
and the examination of any evidence of data incompleteness.
Basham, Weichert and Berry (1979) used the modified
technique to assess the seismic hazard in Eastern
Canada and noted Èhat a comparison with extreme value
techniques showed. that the latter gave unstajcle solutions.
Lonsnitz (1980) commented Ètrat he thought that lrteichert and
Milne (1979) were perhaps not entirely correct in deviating
from the extreme value method as larger earthquake events
are better recorded Èhan smaller events and much less
likely to be overlooked in a catalogrue. Perhaps there
is some minor misunderstanding here as lfeichert and Milne
(1979) did atlow that,for incomplete data sets, extreme
value methods did have their place. They would appear
to concur with Lo¡nnlLz's view subject to that proviso.
Th-e writer agrees with Èhis general principal which
appears to evolve: when the data is complete and
3t
well recorded or as nearly as is reasonal¡ly possible an
analysis using a1I the data is better than one using
an extreme value distribution which automatically disregards
Iarge quantities of data. The writer has also found that
the staÈistically crude method of average numbers with
a weighting bias to alleviate the effect of one of its
erïors, non independence of the data points, gives a very
sta-ble solution if one varies the lower limit magnitude
range which is considered (Figure 3-5).
A comparison with the statistically preferred Poissonean
modelled maximum likelihood meÈhod shows that as Èhe
magnitude range is varied the solution appears unsÈabIe.
This instabitity is attributed Èo the sensiÈivity of the
model to any gaps in the data which may occur for reasons
of lack of sensitivity of detecÈion in remote areas of the
*basin"considered or consistent miscalculations of
magnitude. If the two methods, weighted average numbers
and maximum likelihood, are used in conjunction, it is
possible to assess where the solutions converge and are
parallel to the magnitud,e range abscissa' I¡il:en this
occurs one is proba-bly then approaching the best data
range from that set. The solution for a Gumbel Extreme
Value Type I method of solution is also shown. (This is
insensitive to magnitude range lower limit variation as
it considers only maximum events ) - rt has al-so been noted
that the exÈreme value technique can be applied to other
than annual maxima and a variety of solutions can be
obtained by (a) varying the commencemenÈ dat,e of an
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annual period considered or (b) using shorter,/longer
periods of data than one year. In addition for example
if the fourteen maxima are taken in the fourteen years
of record instead of the fourteen annual maxima a
solution Èhat is very close to the average numbers
solution emerges. This may not be within the original
intentions of Gumbels original analysis technique.
(see fig. 3.5 curve d).
Maximum Pos si.ble ì4agnitude
Though statisÈicalIy an ill-defined Èerm,maximum possible
magnitudes are often used to curtail recurrence relation-
ships- Maximum possible magniÈude can be determined. in
a variety of ways. As previously noted the Gumbel Tlpe
fII extreme value analysis which exhibits curvature on
a double logarithirnic plot of probability versus
magnitude reveals a maximum possible magnitude limit
(see Fi9. 3.2) .
Yegula1p and Kuo (l-97 4) exa¡n-ined earthquake records
for most regions of the world using Gumbel Type III
analysis and as previously stated noted little
cur:¡ature for Australian data consistent with the
characteristics of other stable continental- masses.
They state that f.or 20, 50 & 100 year periods the
maximum magnitudes would be 6-3, 6.7 and 7.0
respectively; no maximum possible magnitudes are assigned.
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Burton (1979) used Gumbel Tlpe III analysis and noted
that in a region from Southern Europe to India using data
fron 19OO-L974 än upper bound to the magnitude of
occurrence is discernible but its value is often
uncertain.
Basham,frteichert and Berry (1979) state, logically, that
the "maximum magniÈude earthquake" should be judqed to
be larger than any historical earthquake in the zone.
They go on to assign maximum magnitudes as approximately
one unit larger than the largest historical event- They
then show in their Figrure 13 (see Figure 3.6) Èhat there
is little effect if Èhe maximum magnitude were varied
from -14 = 6.5 to 8.0 (a credible range for the example
given) on the calculated risk except for very long return
period events in excess of 1000 years. Figure Ca shows
this effect in South Australia for a site in the Northern
Spenier Gutf. The maximum possible magnitudes of 6.5'
7.6 and infiniÈy were used for a finite basin area.
The risk variations are smalt for shorter reÈurn periods-
If a finite basin region is used with a CorneII (1968)
style analysis the maximum magnitude has 1iÈt1e effect
on risk analysis and it is possible to do analyses wiÈh no
magnitude limit if basin bounds are defined so that no
excessively large events are needed Èo qive threshold


















In sections 3.1 (Spatia1 distributions) and 3.2 (recurrence
relationships) the characteristics of the source of the seismic
events have been esÈablished. It remains for us to establish the
effects from the source and see how they vary wi-.h magnitude
and distance from the source. The effects are the ground
motions prod.uced by Èhe event and the variations are
the attenuatíon relationshiP-
Ttr-e way in which seismic h¡a\¡es ' propagating from an event
source, produce ground motions is an extremely complex one.
Th-ere are analytical methods being used by researchers but
these are mainly to assess the local effecÈs that can occur
with layered soil deposits and have not been used to predict
effects over the longer d.istances normally considered by
attenuation equations. Most attenuaÈion equations have been
derived empirically from recorded effects by application of
statistical analyses to give regional equations, (Esteva and
Villaverde, 1973).
It has therefore been established that certain effects or
characteristics of the ground motion need to be measured in order
to derive an aÈtenuation relationship for a region. Strong
motion instruments generally record the time history of
accelerations in three orthogonal directions; two
perpendicular horizontal Èraces and one vertical trace. From
the tj-¡ne history of acceleration it is possible by integration
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to then calculate velocity and hence displacement histories as
well. Several corrections have to be applied to the traces
to allow for instrument period, base line correction, initial
velocity and displacement. Peak horizontal acceleration and
velocity are generally the parameters most widely used in
attenuation relationships. However peak horizontal displacement,
peak vertical acceleration, peak vertical velocity, peak
vertical d.isplacementr spectral content and duraÈion are also
used to describe ground motions. Peak acceleration and velocity
are the most useful ground motion descriptions to the design
engineer and are generally only required for horizontal effects.
If vertical effects are requiredrscaling of the horizontal effects
is usually regarded as sufficientl Peak velocity is probalrly
the parameter of greatest single interest Èo the structural design
engineer" I¡Ihen a response specÈrum is d.rawn up, it is normal
to find that the dominant period of structures falls
on the peak velocity limit of the spectrum and the peak
acceleration limit is rarely used. The Australian Code AS 2L2L-
1979 sensibly uses velociÈy for zoning but for ease of calculation
effectively converts that to an equivalent accelerat,ion for
quasi static analysis- Idriss (1978) attempted to coll-ate
the available equations and d.etailed thirteen references of
ground motion parameters mainly defining'acceleration and
velocity. Some of those attenuation relationships are very
specificifor examplerthat of Duke, Eguchi, Campbell and Chow
(1976) is for Richter magnitude 6.4 only, being established
from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake records. Others are more
general (Esteva and Villaverde (1973) (firm ground) and. McGuire (f978)
*this simple assumption is made due to the l-ack of better data.
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(rock or stiff soil sites)). Idriss (1978) lists in excess of
80 available ground motion parameter equations, all
based on an empirical approach. More attenuation
equations have been derived since e.g. Hasega\¡ra, Basham, Berry
(1981) and others modified !,¡ith furÈher experience. Observers
have also taken sets of attenuat.i-on equations which purport
to define the ground motion parameters and use techniques
Èo produce mean relationships (Makropoulos , L978). This
leaves the seismic risk analyst wiÈh a vast array of equations
frorn which rational selection becomes difficult. If data is
available in sufficienÈ quanÈity and of sufficient quality it
is possible to plot the data and hence select the most
suita-ble relationship. Ho\^rever, wiÈh sufficient data to assess
which relationship is best iÈ may be better to derive a local
attenuation relationship.
Section 4.4 exanr-ines Èhis matter in more detail.
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CHAPTER 4
4.L South Australian Seismicity
As a continent Australia is not a seismically active area by
world standards. Yegulalp and Kuo (1974) describe it as a
sÈable continental mass. Hov¡everrwithin Australia attempts have
been made to assess regions of seismic activity by McCue (1973,
L975, L977) and by McEwinrUnderq¡ood and Denham (1975) - These
seismic risk assessments were exarnined by the expert opinion of a
Seismic Zoning Sub Committee for the production of a Seismic
Zoning Map of Australia Èo be read in conjunctíon with a nodified
UBC Seismic Loading Code (AS 2i21-L979). the Seismic Zoning
Sub Cornmittee was presented with a difficult task as aII the
seismic risk assessments were based on very short term daÈa and
hence couLd be j-ndicative on1y. Through the above menÈioned
analyses together with eonsideration of the physical
and geological conditions prevailing in Australia, the continent
was subdivided into roundly ten active areas where seismic activity
appeared to merit consideration at that time. Four regions were
identified in !'Iestern Australia, one on the South Australiar/
Northern Territory border, one in South Australia, one in
Victoria, one in New South Walesr one in Queensland and one in
Bass Strait around the Furneaux Island Group. Eight of the
regions identified were considered active enough to require
seismic consideration for alL maior structures, (Zone 1) ' and
three of the regions contained, in addition, areas of higher
activity (Zone 2) . of the state capital cities,
Àdelaide was desisnated as Zone l, Perth was designated
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as Zone A, (relatively low risk), and part of Sydney was
also designated as zone A. Melbourne miraculously escaped zoning
but is virtually surrounded by Zone A areas. Adelaide
had thereby become the "earthquake capitaf'of Australia. In
additionrsouth Australia had acquired part of two of the only
three Zone 2 areas in Australia. From this assessment South
Australia would appear to be the principle earthquake staÈe,
though there is little dor-:bt that Western Australia
Cadoux/Meckering area is the most active area historically.
Therefore Èhough by world standards Australian seismicity is
low, by Australian standards South Australian seismicity is
relativel-y hd-gh.
4.2 Spatial Distribution of Events in South Australia
Figure 4.1 shows some of the events recorded in South Australia
and. Figure 4.2 shows Èhe known Èectonic basins in the same area.
It is evident from the comparison of these two figures that ttrere
are currently active and inactive basins in South Australia. A
d.ebate exists as to whether the inactive areas are dormant seismic
areas or not. The principle of the theory of the seismic moment
method (see section 3.2.4) is that there will be large blank
areas of seismj,c activity as part of the slip and strain
accumulations along defined active seismic faulting lines.
Stewart (1981) refers to lengths of up to 120 km which could. be
expected to be, in effect, stress relieved by the occurrence of
large events nearby and, hence would appear dormanÈ. The chances
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FIGURE 4.2 TECTONIC MAP OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
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rl9
Iater dates are regarded as similar therefore to the chances of an
event occurring in an already active area. In terms of background
seismic activity this means that events can occur anl ¡tthere
\^/here faults can be identified as potentially active. The effect
of considering that apparently dormant areas are likely to be
active is to increase the background activity level and redlree
t].e peak activity in acÈive areas" If consideration is given
Èo only the areas that appear active at present in South
Australia several source regions can be identified. The Adelaide
Geosyncline, Eyre Peninsula and the Otway basin appear to be
the most active of Èhese regions. McCue (1975) gives a detailed
description of the geological and tecÈonic background to s.A.
seismicity. The Adelaide Geosyncline is a large region abouÈ
600 kns by 300 kms and has historically been examined, as a single
source regôon mainly because of l-ack of accumulated i
data. It is becoming apparenÈ that Èhis region is more active
in the north than the south and hence on that basis alone the
apparent geological division, the Adelaide Geosyncline, could
be further sr:-bdivided for seismic analysis pul1)oses. Figure 4.3
shov¡s significant epicentres (5.0 Richter magnitude or greater)
recorded since 1836. Again it appears that more epicentres
occur in the north of the geosyncline than in the south'
Hol¡/everrit would appear that in proportion to the total recorded
events (Figuæ4.1) more larger events have occurred in the south
than in the north. FurÈher subdivisions of the Adel-aide
Geosyncline can be made; north of 33os there is idenÈified
diapiric seísmic activity and Èhis mechanism is probably

























FrÉure 4.3 Recorded Epicentres of Richter MaÉnj-tude 5.0 or Éreater L836-L979
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region. unifonaity of activity is difficult to assess as
data records are short, but it appears that some of the activity
of the Adelaide Geosyncline can be attrjl¡uÈed to known geological
faults, ê.g. the eastern side of spencer GuIf. The distribution
of activiÈy at any cross section of the basin in thís region
appears to indicate greater activity rates at the edges of
the basin (the faults) than is general within the basin itself'
There appears to be insufficient data available at present to
identify whether ttris hiqh activity rate at the boundary of the
basin is associated with differing -magrnitude ranges from the
intra basin activity or not. Examination of the data shows
no clear trends yeÈ. To incorporate ttre apparenÈly higher
inter basin activiÈy rate into a risk analysis the writer
has introduced two forms of analysiS the conventional 
t'uniforn"
activity analysis and a "local activity" analysis' $lhen a
"unifolsn" analysis activity is perfo:eoed it is assumed that
the calculated activity, in the basìn area posLulated'
is distributed r:niformly within that area, whether events
have occurred throughout the basin area posLulated' or not'
lliren a "local" activity analysis is performed, the
assumption is made that the events used reflect a
distribution which will occr.rr in the future' In other
words the probability of a given magnitude event occurring
in a pixel* is distributed on a basis dírectly proportionate
to the number of events that have occurred in that pixel historically
*pixel is defined in section 5.I .
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relative to the basin total. Another more complicated way of
achieving this non-uniform distribution equivalenÈ to the
',Iocal" analysis would be to assume a line source of events
along the basin edge fault and a separate slightly smaller basin
adjacenÈ to it. TTre bor¡ndary between the line and area
source would be a matter for detailed assessment and subjective
.decision. fhis area/line method would be necessary if it could
be clearly shown that the recurrence relationship for events
on the line source and in the area source r¡/ere different or
exhibit different Gutenberg RichÈerb values.
To take besÈ advantage of the uniform,/local anal-ysis facirity
in seismic risk analysis it is suggesÈed that both be performed
and the variation can then be assessed between the solutions
Èo give the analyst some measure of the assumptions made in the
analysis.
In addition to ena-bling the changes in activiÈy within a basin
Èo be more rationally dealt with, the local activity analysis also
enables analysis to be done where no basin is clearly defined.
For example, when the seismic activity around Adelaide is examined
it would appear that there have been several evehts alÒng
the projection of the Burnside Eden fault suggesti-ng a Iine
source. However by no means do all events lie on this fault and'
again there appears to be little conclusive evidence that the
magnitudes of events along this fault are distributed any
differently from those elsewhere in the region. Only continuing
data coll-ection can hope to change that situation. Meanwhile,
4'7
it is possible by setting some limits to basin si-ze. by using a
Iocal activity analysis, to take into account the distribution of
events along the fault and the other background events. The source
size because of Èhe local activity analysis becomes less critical
because of its automatic adjustment of proba-bilities to the local
epícentre distribution; as the basin size is increased the
probability of a given event occurring increaseg but the local
activity factor decreases that effecÇ giving a fairly stable
solution regardless of basin size, within the lindts of
conìnþnsense.
4"3 Recurrence Relationships in South Australia
Figure 3.4 shows the accumulated data for 1966 to 1979 within
the region from 28o South to 38o South and from 1350 East
to 1410 East an area which represents substantially the seismic
activity in South Australia. T\trro curves are fiÈted to the data
one by tJ:e average numbers technique with square root weighting
(ANSRW) of poínts and the other by Èhe maximum likelihood
method (MLl4). Over such a large arearobservation is by no
means completerparticularly for small magnitude events at distant
locations. Extrapolation of these curves is needed to obtain
the final seismic risk analysis and at. magnitude 5.0 ANSRVI
method gives 7.4 years return period a¡rd MLM method 4.4 years-
At the upper lindt of say magnitude 7.6 the return periods are
L722 and 484 years respectively. Both curves are fitted using
magnitude 2.5 as the lowest detectable magnitude. This
sr¡bstantial variation in return periods from the recurrence
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refationships derived leads ultimatelY Èo, only about half a zone
variation (zone from AS 2I2l-L979) in final risk assessed for a
given site. Using historical data that is available for that
area and assuming that all events are recorded above say
magnitude 5.0 (possibly remote events of this magnitude may not
have been noted in tire early days of South Australiars colonisation)
and noting that south Australia has been seÈtIed since 1836
(i.e. 143 years), it is possible to plot on an extrapolated curve
of figure 3.4 using more data and see how weII it appears to fit.
This is shown on figure 4.4. The data appears to fovour the
Iower curver ANSRW.
other recurrence relationships can be derived for each source
area discussed in section 4.2. For each one derivedra check can
be made by comparing various methods (see section 3.2.5) and.
magnitude ranges and cross correlating the resultant curve with
historic data where Possible-
4.4 Attenuation Relatio nships in South Australia
As discussed previously (Section 3.3) numerous attenuation
relationships are available for a variety of ground motion
paraneters. Peak velocity is the relaÈionship of most interest,
though if peak acceleration is used as well, a meaningful response
spectrum can be d.rawn up from which most structures can be
analysed.
In South Australia littl-e data is avaílabl-e and there is certainly
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FIGURE 4.4 HISTORICAL RECURRENCE DATA 1836-1(
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an inadequate amounÈ of data to derive a local attenuation
relationship. IÈ would appear, unfortunately, that, due to the
close relative proximities of strong motion recording instruments
installed to date in South Australia in the event of an earthquake,
Iíttle data will be obtained on attenuation rates. Other
useful data may however be recorded. The currently available
data for checking attenuaÈion equations is in the form of
Modified Mercalli Intensity (I) diagrams which can be crudely
converted to ground velocities (v). Presumably Èhis will be the
form of future data too,if funding can be found at the time
of an event to justify collecting the vast amounÈ of sr:bjective
information necessary to prod,uce such diagrams. McEwin Unde:ruood
and Denham (1976) suggest that it would be unlikely that an
attenuation relationship would be uniform Èhroughout Australia-
This obsen¡ation is logical in view of the varieÈy of geological
formations in Australia and the variety of seismic activity
rates. In the United States,(Chandra, ),979), and in Canada,
(i{asegawa, Basham and Berry, 1981) , there are clearly observed
variations in rates of attenuation of ground motions wiÈh
distance in different regions. Hence it is not possible, in this
instance, to rely on other sources of d.ata in order to check
which attenuation equations best fit the loca1
attenuation records. Local records must be made.
The records that are aÈ present avail-able are very scant and
sr:bjective and are in the form of Modified Mercalli Intensity
diagrams for seven historically observed events. I4cCue (1975)
used. the then availal¡Ie data Èo justify his selection
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of the Esteva (1973) attenuation equation set (velocity and
acceleration). Since that time other seismic risk analyses have
been done in South Australia. McEwin, Underwood and Denham (1976),
chaplow (L977) and Stev¡art (1981) have all favoured Estevars
equations though McEwin, Underwood and Denham used hís (Esteva's)
earlier 1964 relationship. !{ork done in the uniÈed states by
Chandra (1979) and in Canada by Hasegawa,Basham and Berry (1981)
suggests it is likely that the kind of attenuation relationship that
an intra-tectonic plate structure (such as south Australia is
believed Èo be) exhilcits would be differenÈ from that of an
inter-plate structure. Attenuation rates appear to be greater at
larger distances for inter-plate activity than for intra plate
activity. Hasegawa, Basham and Berry (1981) show that, in the case of
large epicentral di-stances, attenuation rates may vary such that
factors of up to three exist in values of ground motion parameters.
In effect this increases the "felt" area of an earthquake event.
As the available data is quite scant it seemed to be of little
value to attempt to examine numerous attenuation equations and
their fit to the data. However, some attenpts have been made to
nratch data with four velocity attenuation equations of particular
interest. Esteva's much quoted 1973 eguations \¡tere selected (his
earl-ier 1964 equation favoured by McEwin, Unde:r,,rood and Denham (L976)
was not examined). Hasegawa, Basham and Berry's 1981 equations
were al-so selected as (a) they represented new equations recently
derived and (b) they came in two forms for lrlestern Canada and eastern
Canada presumably illustrating interplate and intra-plate attenuation
variations. Finally the velocíty attenuation equation of McGuire
(1978) was used for a soil- site.
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McGuirers equations have been used for risk analyses
and have been used "locally" in New Zealand by Peek (1980).
In South Australia events up to 7.6 Richter magnitude the
estimated maximum event (McCue f975) are of interest and down to
a-bout 5.0, the estimated threshold for structural damage for an
event tlpically aÈ about 15 km depth. The isoseismal maPs
that are availab,le are for events of Richter magnitude 4.25 Eo
6.5 (see Figures 4.5 to 4.t3 ). These events are widely
scatÈered throughout South Australia at Kingston (6.5), üTarooka
(6.0) (two diagrams), Robe (5.6), Adelaide (5-25), Quorn (5.0)'
Spalding (4.6) and Mt. Barker (4.25) an overall distance of 550 km
or so apart. The events are also widely scattered in time,
from 1883 to 1971, and records of earlier events may be poorly
recorded. In addition population in most of these areas I¡Ias
sparsely distributed (particularly in 18OO'9 and structures by which
to estimate effects were few. Combining these facts with the
inevitable subjecÈivity of Èhe assessment in producing a Modified
Mercalli Intensity diagram (the scale is reproduced in Appendix
A) and then a conversion to a velocity parameter, vt using Newmark
and Roser¡blueths (f971) equation
l= logl4v*
J-og 2
leads one to some very tenuous data points. It should also
be noted that the magnitude values ascribed to these events are
also estimates.
* For more detail see Rosenblueth E. probabilistic Design to
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Nonetheless Mccue (1975) attempted to show how Esteva's equations
(1973) could be justifia-bly used in South Australia.
Figures 4.2L and 4.18 show at Richter magnitude 7.5 and 5.0t
respectively, the variations between the four eguations used.
McGuires equations and EsÈevars equations agree fairly closely,
but those of Hasegawa et al produce higher velocities than
either McGuire or Esteva aE 7.5 magnitude and lower velocities
at 5.0 magnitude.
Figures 4.14 to 4.2'O show the Modified Mercalli intensity data
converted to velocities for the events for which there are
isoseismals and the four equivalent attenuation equation
estimated velociÈies.
Correlation between observed data and Esteva's expected velocities
appears to be quite good for Kingston. !{arooka and Adelaide events.
The "straighter" relationship of McGuires and Hasegawa, Basham
and Berry's equations, appear to give a less accuraÈe picture of
the shape of the observed data Èhan does the more curved relation
of Esteva. Of the other events of 5.0 or more, i.e- Robe (5.6)
and Quorn (5.0), the observed data appears to fall between McGuire,/
Esteva and Hasegawa, Basham and Berry, the Robe event data
favouring the latter more than the former. The smallest events
Spalding (4.6) and Mount Barke¡ (4.25) again fall- between McGuire,/
Esteva and Hasegawa, Basham and Berry though the latter event
appears to favour the former equation. Data is very scant
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to a seismic risk analysis as velocities less than 5 cm,/s
are rarely of any consequence to structures (maximum observed
data about I cm,/s). So it appears that Esteva 1973 gives a
good estimate of shape and a close estimate of velociÈy for
larger events. Until further data is available his equation
for velociÈy appears to be a good estimate. It is interesting
to note that the use of -[.4cGuire I s relationship for soil makes
less than half a zone difference in assessment of risk when
compared with that of Esteva (see Section 5).
Please note that no attempt has been made to use observed
Modified Mercalli intensities to account for local soil condiÈions.
It is known that considerable amplificaÈions of ground motions
can occur becauée of local ground conditions e.9. ridge
amplification and resonance of deep soil deposits- Most
of the isoseismal maps presented exhibit some evident distortion
in the shapes of the isoseismals, probably a function of
either amplification effects or the subjectiwity of the
intensity assessment. Figure 4.10 illustrates the
variability of Èhe observed data that can be noted and in
that case the effects are probably also due to "neãr fielil"
effects. It is a matter of some conjecture as to the exact
shape of attenuation curves in the "near field" (within say
25 km of the source). Some observers maintain acceleration,
vel-ocities etc. increase in the near field as one approaches
the source; others believe that they reached a plateau and yet
others believe that they may decrease- Probably alI assessments
are valid and very much a function of the source mechanism and
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geometry of each event. For the purposes of this thesis,
observations within 25 km of the source, "near field" effects'
have been disregarded as the dífficulties in obtaining good
data and apprying it are not warranted by the row probability 
*
of being within the "near field" of an event.
*The probabitity of being within 25km of a structuratly damaging event
is estimated at about lt per ar¡num in the active areas of Souttt Australia-
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CHAPTER 5
5.1 Seismic Risk Program (ROSIE)
For the purposes of evaluating seismic risk at given sites
the program RosIE (Risk of seismic Incident Eventuating) hias
used. This program was originally prepared by the writer for
the purposes of seismic risk anal-ysis at several sites in
South Australia (e-g. Port Augusta, Stony Point, Port SÈanvac
eÈc.). It was written in general terms so that it was as
flexible in application as practically reasonable and could be
used for other locations too. The proÇram r¡Ias modífied and
extended for the purposes of this thesis.
The program now accepts historical earthquake data in the standard
form produced by the Bureau of Mineral Resources Geolog'y and
Geophysics.
The following information is used as input







a defined maximum possible magmitude of event.
a defined period of events to be considered.
maximum and minimum events to be used for recurrence
definition.
a class interval to be used for recurrence definition-
co-ordinates of the site at which risk is to be assessed.
t4
(s) a seismic attenuation equation to be used (a selection
can be made from several in velocity or acceleration).
a threshold event for which a return period ís required.
a subsource pixel* size and an event depth if required'
(h)
(i)
The program then evaluates
(a) the number of historical data points within the basin
defined.
(b) the events within the defined class ranges are then printed
out and. basic data on recurrence calculated-
(c) curve fitÈing is then done using a weighted linear
regression on 1og normal data and the derived relation
is output.
(d) curve fitting is also done using the method of maximum
likelihood assuming a Poissonean distribution of eventsi
the d,erived relation is also output-
(e) method (d) recurrence derivation is converted to a form
comparable with (c).
(f) seismic risk is assessed using the derived relationships
assuming "Iocal" activity within the source basin area.
(S) finalty seismic risk is assessed using onty the method (c)
and assuming "uniform" source basin activity.
The seismic risk assessed in (f) and (S) is performed by using
subsource pixels throughout the source basin area.
* a pixel is an elemental subsource which is used to integrate throughout
the defíned sourcei generally a O.1o square.
'15
The differences between "Iocal" activity analysis and "uniformt'
activity analysis are explained in section 4.2. Mathematically, if
p (M, AB) = probability of an event of magnitude M or greater
occurring in a source basin area AB-
p (M,Ap) = probability of ¿m event of magnitude M or greater
occurring in a Pixel of area AP.
n = number of pixels of area Ap in a source basin of area A"'
N = nu¡nber of historic events recorded in source basin of areaT
A- over a given era T years.
B
K number of historic events recorded in the ith pixel of
Tr-
area Ap over a given era T Years.
then for "uniform" activity
p (u, ap¡ uniform = P (M,AB) æ.
Ag
a¡¡d for "local" activity
b (M,Ap) local = p (M, AB) *ri
*,
Clearly the latÈer method requires more computing time as Ap
\
is a constant, 1 ,and *ri i" a varia-ble, but the benefits of more
n
rational analysis justify this marginal extra expenditure.
The program ca]l be used to consider multiple source basins
contributing to risk at a given site.
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Two sites were selected for analysis for this sÈudy, one of
higher risk (by South Australian Standards) than average and one
of lower risk. They were Port Augusta (at the head of Spencer
GuIf in SouÈh Australia) and Adelaidelrespectively.
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5.2 Seismic Risk Analvsis at a hiqher risk site
The site serected is at t3z.7B3oE 32.54gos at Port Augrusta,
South Australia.
Several trial analyses were performed to attempt to assess












The results of Èhese variations are shown in appendix C.
From the results the following conclusions may be d.rawn:
(a) varying the basin area has little effect on the assessment
risk (note a "Iocal" analysis has been used here (see section
4.2 for explanation of "local")).
(b) Using different techniques for finding the recurrence
rel-ationship has a small effect on assessed risk.
(c) varying the maximum possible magnitude limit substantially
has little effect excepÈ for long return period events.
tó
(d) varying the attenuation equation quite radically has
a substantial effect on the assessed risk.
(e) varying the era of data has a sr¡bstantial effect
on the assessed risk.
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5.3 Seùsmic Risk Analvsis at a lower risk site
The site selected is at 138.6OooE 34.933oS at AdelaiderSouth
Austrafia.
Againras was done for the high risk site at Port Augus@ in
section 5.2rLine following basic parameters were varied within
justifiable reason
(a) Spatial distrjbution of events
(b) Rate of recurrence
(c) Maximum possible magnitude
(d) Attenuation relationships
(e) Temporal data sets
The results of these variations are shown in Appendix C.
From the results the following conclusions can be drawn:
(a) varying Èhe basin area has a su.bstantial effect on the
assessed risk (note a "uniform" analysis has been used here
(see section 4.2 for explanation of "uniform") ) .
(b) using different techniques for finding the recurrence
rel-ationship has a small effect on assessed risk.
(c) varying the maximum possible magnitude limit subs'tantially
has little effect except for long return period events -
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(d) varying the attenuation equation quite radically has a
substantiat effect on the assessed risk.
(e) varying the period of data has a substantial effect on
the assessed risk.
5.4 Commentarv on risk analysis
The basin area assumed for the Adelaide site seismic risk
analysis is obviously critical to the resulÈ obtained for
risk assessment. The analysis assumes uniform activity
in this case as the local activity gives a lower risk which
would prôbably be unrealistically low as the larger more damaiing
events are more uniformly distributed over tTre geosyncline
than the smaller events' upon which the local activity
analysis leans more heavily- Because of the assumption
of uniform activity, the basin area selected becomes more
critical. It is evident in this case Èhat, by using the
whole of the a¿.t.i¿. Geosyncline, the seismic risk at
Adelaide is raised compared wiÈh an analysis usíng only
the southern part of the geosyncline. The justifications
for using the whole Adelaide Geosyncline are thaÈ
(a) the geology indicates such a distribution
(b) the distribution of larger seismic events (Figure 4'3)
appears to extend over the whole of the Adelaide Geosyncline
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(c) a historical analysis of seismic ground motions
to daÈe indicates a seismic zoning compatible with that
obtained by using the Adelaide Geosyncl-ine (see Appendix D).
(d) uBc (1979) recommends caution when assessing seismic risk
at a siÈe where there is a known faulting system (the Burnside-
Eden fault is believed to have caused the 1954 Adelaide
event) .
As more data becomes available the differences in derived
recurrence relationships will probabty reduce as the statistical
data base increases. varying maximum magnitude has little
effecÈ for return periods of normal interest.
varying the attenuation equations shows the kind of effect
that can occur in assessed risk, but it seems thaÈ Esteva 1973
gives the best fit to available data (see section 4.4) and
therefore the effects of any defects in aÈtenuation knowledge
may be less than the range shown on Figures C4 and C9'
Varying the era of data shows how little reliable data
is available at present in South Australia¡ this siÈuation
will only improve with time. The significance of using data
sets 1966-1973, and 1973L-L979 is that the analysis by Mccue
(1975) used data up to Ig73\ (actually JuIy 3lst 1973) and
the division used shows the effects of the newer data on
rísk analysis. The d.ata Lg66-L979 is the best data that is
currently availa-ble.
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CHAPTER 6 COMPARTSON T'IITH EXISTING ANAIYSES
6.I Existinq Seismic Risk Analyses
There have been several risk assessments made to date in
South Australia.
The following have been examined briefly
(a) McCue, L975
(b) McEwin, Unden^rood and Denham, ]-976
(c) NAASRA - L976, Brid.ge Code
(d) Earthquake Code, AS 2L2I-L979
(e) StewarÈ, 1981
Analysis (a) Mccue, 1975, examined seismic risk in South
Australia and examined all historic data, geology, temporal
variations, etc. to produce what has probably been the most
thorough examination of seismicity in South Australia.
Unfortunately the analysis was hampered by a lack of duration of
data. The besÈ, most reliable data had been recorded then for
only 7ä years. Analysis (b) McEwin, Underwood and Denham, L976,
attempted to zone the whole of Australia using a program that
took 0.5 degree squares throughout the active areas of the
continent, assessed recurrence within each square and Èhen
assessed the risk aÈ each O.5o square using all- other O.5o
squares as sources. This was a bold effort which gave tolerable
results to enable areas of higher risk to be assessed.
































FIGURE-ó.1 LOCAL TO RI MAGNITUDE CONVERSIONS
be used Èo take advantage of the method, no geological data was
taken into account. Some recurrence relationships inevitably
had very few data poinÈs used in their derivation and hence could
be inaccurate. Seismic trends could be seen from this analysís
however.
Assessment (c) NAASRA - L976, Bridge Code, took McCue's 1975
analysis and used that virtually unabridged-
Assessment (d) Earthquake Code As 2L2I-L979, Iooked at analyses
(a) and (b) and modified them where expert technical opinion
felt errors had crept in due to either method of assessment
or shortage of data duration.
Analysis (e) Ste\^tart, 1981, was done using the seismic moment
meÈhod and a Cornell analysis (methods of a and b are
essentially Cornell analyses) and a modified data set. The major
reason for it giving lower zonings appears to be due to the latter
modified'data. (see Figure 6.f). Stewart in L972 in his Ph.D.
thesis had derived a loca1 magmitude Èo Richter magnitude
conversion scale for South Australia. In 1975 he published
anoÈher conversion scale (Stewart 1975) which was based on data
from local magnitude 1.5 to 3.5. There was an erlor in the original
scale, Stewart (1972) which was known but nonetheless the later
scale was not adopted- The reasoning was that the proposed.
new scale (1975) was not proven and appeared to give results
that were incompatible with those found wiÈh other similar
instruments used overseas. (Benioff vertical component
Seismometers are mostly used). Also the data set on which the
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Ig75 scale was based was very small, in number of events and
magnitude. The late Dr. Sutton of the University of Adelaide
amongst others recommended conÈinued use of the l-972 conversion
as being a better estimate until such time as a better scale
could be derived. McGregor and Ripper (1976) examined the
conversion scales in some detail and concluded though no
perfect conve:ssion existed, Stewart (1975) would be acceptable
for magnitude I.5 to 3.5 and Stewart 0:972) for greater magnitudes'
Stenart lglZ).also gave very similar results to Stewart 0975) in the
range 1.5 to 3.5. Subsequently the Bureau of Mineral Resources
Geology and Geophysics conÈinued to publish data using E]rte L972
scale. This is the data scale used by assessments (a) Èo (d)
inclusive and within this thesis generally though Figure 6.2
strows how the Port Augusta site risk assessment changes if
Ste!,tart C1975) were used.
Appendix D attempts to relate historic data to a seismic risk
assessment for Adelaide and this appears to reinforce the zone I
assessment of Rosie using Stewart Q972) conversion'
Additionally if the Stewart (1975) magnitude conversion formula is
used. and. the recurrence relation derived is compared with Èhe










MAXIMUM P0SSIBLE MAGNITUDEz 7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP: ESTEVA 1973
PERI0D 0F DATA: 1966-1;979
LOCAL MAGNITUDE TO RICHTER MAGNITUDE CONVERSION SCALE
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FIGURE ó.2
6.2 Comparison of analyses
Comparison is made between only the analyses (a), (d) and (e)
as well as those shown in section 5.
Analysis SiÈe at Port AugusÈa Site at Adelaide
(a)
McCue, L975 Zone 2 Zone I
(d)
Uarthguake Code
AS2L2L-I979 Zone I Zone I
(e)
StewarÈ, 1981 Zone L Zone 1
Rosie, L982 Zone L Zone I
The Zones used are those of 4S2121-L979. The current risk
analysis of McCue in 1975 is the only analysis that appears
to differ frsm the general zone 1 rating of both of Èhese
sites. this is due to the short record of data that was
used by McCue (then the only available data) inf'luencing the
assessed risk (see Figures C5 and C1O). An educated modification
of the assessed risk by the e>çert Seismic Zoning Sr:b-CommiÈtee
of AS 2L2L-1979 reduced thë zoning for the SAA Earthguake Code.
To date this modification has been justified and current rísk
estimates agree with Èhe Code appraisal.
8B
CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSTON
The reasons for performing seismic hazard assessment have been briefly





spatial distribution of events
recurrence of events within the source
attenuation of effects from the source
(i)
(ii)
Examination of the components show that
the spatial distribution of the events must take into account
the geology and the distribution of the most damagíng evenÈs
to be rational
Èhe recurrence relationship derivation has only a smafl effect
on the assessed risk and this effect will dirninish as more data
are col-lected
(iii) the attenuation relationship commonly used (Esteva, I973) though
based on scanÈ data is an adequate fit to the data avaílable.
Reasonable variations in this equaÈion are unlikely to have more
than a minor effect on the assessed risk.
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Currently it is unclear how to convert local nagnitude to a
magnitude scale v¡ith a known attenuation esuation'
Tr¡¡o local-Èo-Richter magnitude conversion scales have been proposed
recently (Stewart L972 and. Stes/art 1975) and the older conversion
has been preferred to date (see Section 6.I for details)- Unfortunately,
this situation is unlikely to improve inunediately as it is proposed
to adopt a duration magnitude scale sysÈem for future seismic records'
This will entail establishment of a further conversion scale or a
duration magrnitude related attenuation scale. It was proposed until
recently to check the exist,ing conversion fontulae by using a classical
I¡trood-Anderson seismometer (as Richter used) in ,conjunction wíth the usual
vertical component Berioff machines at each recording station'
However, this will not now 90 ahead.
Meanwhile the construction industry has to build structures in South
Australia and can only act on the best information available whích
appears to favour, from aì simple historic analysis viewpoint, the seismic
conversion scale of Stewart, L972).
AS more data become aVaila-ble,attenuation, recurrence and spatial
distribution assumptions can be re-checked and more accurate current
seismic hazard assessments wifl be possible-
90
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APPEIIDIX A
MODIFTED MERCALLI TNTENSITY SCALE
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APPENDIX A . THE MODÍFIED MERCALLI INTENSITY SCALE
Masonry A, B, C, D. The quality of masonry, brick or otherwise'
is specified by the following lettering-
Masonry A. Good workmanstrip, mortar' and design; reinforced'
especially laterally, and bounci togeth.er by using steel, concrete,
etc; designed to resist laÈera1 forces.
Masonry B. Good workmanship and mortari reinforced, but noÈ
designed in detail to resist lateral forces.
Masonry c. ordinary workmanship and mortar; no extreme weaknesses
like failing to tie in at corners, buÈ neither reinforced' nor designed
against horizonÈal forces-
Masonry D. 9üeak materials, such as adobe; poor mortari low standards
of workmanship; weak horizontally-
Modífied Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931 (Abridged and Rewritten by
C.F. Richter).
I Not felt. I"larginal and long-period of large earthquakes.
II FeIt by persons at rest, on upper floors, or favorably placed'
IfI EelÈ indoors. Hanging objects swing. Vibration like passing of
light trucks. Duration estimated. May not be recognized as an
earthquake.
IV Hanging objects swing. vibration like passing of heavy trucks;
or sensation of a jolt like a heavy ball- striking the walls.






clink. Crockery clashes. In the upper range of IV, wooden walls
and frames crack.
Felt outdoorsi direction estimated. Sleepers wakened. Liquids
disturbed, some spilIed. Smal1 unstable objects displaced. Doors
swing, close, open. Shutters, pictures move. Pendulum clocks
stop, start, change rate..
Felt by all. Many frightened and run outdoors. Persons walk
unsteadily. !ùindows, dishes, glassware broken. Knickknacks,
books, and so on, off shelves- Pictures off walls. FurniÈure
moved or overturned- Weak plaster and masonry D cracked. Small
bells rinq (church, school). Trees, bushes shaken visibly'
or heard to rustle.
Difficult to stand. Noticed by drivers of motor cars. Hanging
objects quiver. Furniture broken. Damage Èo masonry D including
cracks. Weak chimneys broken at roof line. FalI of plaster,
loose bricks, sÈones, tiles, cornices, unbraced parapets, and
architectural ornaments. Some cracks in masonry C. Waves on
ponds; water turbid wiÈh mud. Small slides and caving in along
sand or gravel banks. Large bells ring- Concrete irrigation
ditches damaged.
Steering of motor cars affected. Damage to masonry C; parÈial
collapse. Some damage to masonry B; none to masonry A. FaIl of
stucco and some masonry wall-s- Ewisting, fall of chimneys, factory
stacks, monuments, towers, elevated tanks- Frame houses moved
on foundations if not bolted down; Ioose panel walls thrown out.
Decayed piling broken off. Branches broken from trees. Changes
in flow or temperature of springs and walls. Cracks in wet






General panic. Masonry D destroyed; masonry C heavily damaged,
sometimes wiÈh complete collapse; masonry B seriously damaged.
General damage to foundations. Frame structures, if not bolted,
shifted off foundations. Frames racked. Conspicuous cracks in
ground. In alluviated areas sand and mud ejected, earthquake
fountains, sand craters.
Most masonry and frame structures destroyed with their foundations'
Some well-builÈ wooden structures and bridges destroyed. SerioUs
damage to dams, dikes, embankments- Large landslides' water
thrown on banks of canals, rivers, lakes' etc. Sand and mud
shifted horizonÈatÌy on beaches and flat land,. Rails bent slight'ly.
Rails bent greatly. underground pipelines completely out of
service.
Damage nearly total. Large rock masses displaced' Lines of
sight and level distorted. Objects'throttr into the air.
See AS 2L2I..-l-979 appendix 18 for more deÈai1s-
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APPENDIX B
RECORDED DATA AND SETSMOMETER NETV'TORK
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Legend for figures Cl to C10










Recurrence relationship derived by
Average Numbers Square Root Weighted method.
Recurrence relationship derived by
Maximum Likelihood Method.
Vetocity attenuation equation of Esteva
derived in 1973 (see main text).
Velocity attenuation equation of Hasegawa
Basham and Berry (see main text).
!ìIestern Canada version of HBB.
Eastern Canada version of HBB.
Velocity attenuation relationship of
McGuire derived in 1978 for soil site
(see main text).
a site at 34.93gos 13g.ooe.
a site aE 32.549os 137.7830
an area bounded by 30.389os, 36.059os, LAo.o3oop
and 137.783or.
an area boutded. by 30.38gos, 34.709os, I4o-351oP
and 135.215on.





















RECURRENCE RELATI ONSHI P : ANSRV',
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDEI 7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP: ESTEVA 1973














RETURN PERIOD IN YEARS
500 1000
FIGURE C 1
l(rd ¡ ¡:rlÏ t:í fL r:.ri": I I iil,lJ,jillrl:iIj;:iìi:i
SITE: PORT AUGUSTA
BASIN¡ ADELAIDE GEOSYNCLINE
RECURRENCE RELATIoNSHIP: ANSRT'/r Ml.-lil
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE¿ 7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP¡ ESTEVA 1973



























































































BAS IN: ADEI-AIDE CE0SYNCLINE
RECURRENCE RELATIONSHIP: ANSR!'J
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE: AS NOTE)
ATTENUATION RELATI0NSHIP¡ ESTEVA 1973























































































RECURRENCE REI-ATIONSHIP: By AVERAGE ttgs. Se.
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE:7.6 2.5
ATTENUATI0N RELATI0NSHIP: ¡,S SHO!'/N































































































i, : I I i l ilTq:II l.i I iil iiliiflliiï 
:- fJ ï:i {$ J j.j
| ' SITE: PT. AUGUSTA
: ' BASIN: ADEI-AIDE 
GE0SYNCLINE
, , RECURRENCE RELATIONSHIP: ANSRÌtl: 2'5-5'5
' i MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE¿7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP¡ ESTEVA 1973






















































































I i r r : i : : i,',' ìiiiliii;riÌliilìiiitiiiiiiifiiïHillftHiJJ,.1,$1j .l
S ITE: ADEI.AIDE
BASIN: AS NSTFf)
RECURRENCE RELATI 0NSHI P :¡¡gp¡¡
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE2 7.6
ATTENUATI0N RELATI0NSHIP: ESTEVA 1973























RETURN PERIOD IN YEARS
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i
S ITE: ADET.AIDE
BAS IN: ADEI-AIDE GEOSYNCLINE
RECURRENCE RELATIONSHIP: ANSRIIII MLH
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDEi 7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP: ESTEVA 1973





























































BAS IN¡ ADEI.AIDE GEOSYNCLINE
RECURRENCE RELATI0NSHIP: ANSRVil (2.5-5.51
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE: AS NOTEI)
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHI P¡ ESTEVA 1973
PERIOD 0F DATA: t966-t979




































j:l [,] | ij i;irt
SITE: ADEI.AIDE
BASIN: ADELAIDE GEOSYNCLINE
RECURRENCE RELATI0NSHIP: ANSR!{ 2.5-5-5
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDEI 7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP: AS NOTEI)
PERIOD OF DATA: !966_L979
I.CJO
























BAS IN: ADEI-AIDE GEOSYNCLINE
RECURRENCE RELATIONSHIP: ANSRVI 2.5-5.5
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE MAGNITUDE2 7.6
ATTENUATION RELATIONSHIP: ESTEVA 1973
































RISK ANALYSTS BY AN HISTORICAL RECORD
MEÍHOD FOR THE ADELAIDE SITE
L62
D.l Data on seismic qround motions in Adelaide
Up until 1982 using the historical data from isoseismals
(Figures 4.5 to Figures 4.13 inclusive) at the Adelaide site
the following approximate intensities have been recorded:
LgO2 Warooka approximate inÈensity VI'
L954 Adelaíde intensitY V or VI.
1897 Kingston intensitY IV-
1883 Mount Barker intensiÈY IV.
Using Newmark and Rosenblueths (197I) conversion I = log 14V
Log 2
to velocitY.
intensity VI = 4.6 cm/s.
intensityV = 2.3cm/s.
intensity rv = 1.1 cm/s.
Assuming thè above data is for the 146 years that Adelaide has
been settled and is comPlete Èhen:
on one occasion 4.6 cm/sec velocity
on two occasions 2.3 cm/sec velocity or greater
on four occasions 1.1 cm,/sec velocity or greater
4.6 cm/sec = L46 Yt. return Period
2.3 cm/sec = 73 Yr. return Period
1-1 cm,/sec = 36.5Yr. return Period
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RML=AL OCcu 10 35
RML= (ALO
GO l0 35





































LOG( 1o{61 rOo4Z5ûALOC (R+25 I I lO c26?
FML=AL0G lY.R/0.0001t ¡ 12.3
co lo 350
RML=!,29 TALOG (YÛ lR+40 lrt2l5600l
IFIRilL.GI.MHAXl GO TO 4ã5
P=10 rr (Y¡N1-SL0.FttL I
P1 :E lP (-RLA l'l 8.EXP ( -Rl{L/ UB AR I I
95=SARTI f 1.+ ¡ tRr'lL-RMO l/{RMB-RMO t I I /MMl
K=0
DO 440 t=1rN
IF tL¡f (I t . óE. lgSLAt-0 LAf tZl. ANO oLAl I f I .LT. f SsLAT+CLAT/21 I GO
R+251.11.7.\1321
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MccUrRE 1978 (SoiI site)
l¡t v = 1.07ì4 - I.0 - 0.961nR+0.07









I,rthere v = ground velocity in cmr/sec.
M = Richter magni-tude
R = hypocenÈra1 dista¡rce
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